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Abstract
Combining the advantages of layered manufacturing and material removal
processes, additive/subtractive solid freeform fabrication (A/S SFF) can build parts with
complex shapes without compromising precision requirements. However, preparing
material removal operations requires special expertise, which has in fact become one of the
bottlenecks of the A/S SFF manufacturing process. To achieve automated planning, a
shaping process planner is being developed based on. 3D solid representation and a surface
classification scheme. This planner can generate numeric control (NC) codes for CNC
milling in an automatic fashion on non-undercut features of arbitrary 3D input geometry.
Planning approaches are also presentedinorde~to>shape parts accurately and efficiently.
The proposed shaping planner thus delivers on the promise offully automated process
planning in A/S SFF.
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1. Introduction
In most Solid Freeform Fabrication (SFF) . syste11ls, CAD models are first
decomposed into 2D layers, and then physical •.· parts are built up layer by layer.
Decomposing a 3D model and building a physical part in this fashion, however, can result
in stair-steps on freeform surfaces; thus sacrificing surface finish and dimensional accuracy
of the resulting parts [2].
Additive/subtractive Solid Freeform Fabrication (A/S .SFF) combines the
advantages of layered manufacturing and material removal processes, such· as .CNC
111illing, so it can build parts with complex shapeswithoutcompro111isingprecision
requirements. However, integration of material removal. operations with material. addition
operations makes. process planning. for A/S SFF much more challenging than that .for
purely. additive SFF [1]. In particular, preparing for shaping operations and generating
numenc control (NC) codes ·for CNC milling.require<special expertise. and. experience,
which have in fact become one of the bottlenecks of theA/S SFFmanufacturingprocess.
To make A/S SFF more productive, a process planner for shaping operations is
indispensable.
In this paper, A/S· SFF. process will be examined .from a process planning
perspective. Then how to automate shaping operations will be considered. Based on a
proposed. surface . . classification scheme, strategies are .presented to improve machining
efficiency and maintain part accuracy. Finally, an example part is analyzed to show the
capabilities of the proposed planner.
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2. Shaping Process Planner
NS SF,F processes [1-31 involv~ iteration of material deposition and·· material
removal operatIons, as can be seen from FIgure 1. Starting with build direction selection it
then deco~n:poses a c;AD mo~el into 3D layers with variable. thickness using a.3D model
decOmpOSItIon technIque. ThIs technique can identify parting lines of undercut and nonundercut features ota model, and uses these parting lines to splitthe model [2, 4]. Part and
support structures· are thus constructed with extrusion operations in the computer. As a
result, undercut features of the model will become non-undercut features of one of the
decompose~ 3D lay.ers; thus no undercut. ~eatures of the 3D layers need to be shaped during
~anufactunng .• ThIS model decOmpOSltlon technique enables us to build 3D layers
In~r~mentally: Because these decomposed 3D layers can be shaped accurately with CNC
ml1hng machInes, A/S SFF is capable of building complex parts with higher dimensional
accuracy and better surface finish than purely additive SFF.
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Figure 1. AlS SFF process planning

As discussed above, a distinct characteristic of shaping operations in AlS SFF· is
that only non-undercutfeatures. of the decomposed 3D layers need to be machined during
manufacturing.• Decomposing CAD models in this way also avoids fixture design. for
shaping these 3D layers·because previously builtlayers form the natural support structures.
In addition,model decomposition.takesremovalprocess constraints,.such .as cutter length,
into account; thus making all non-undercut surfaces· of each 3D layer accessible by cutters
from above. Therefore, shaping process planning becomes easier than conventional CNC
machining.
An automated shaping planner has been designed to be capable of generating NC
codes for any given 3D layer without human intervention, which is shown in Figure 2. The
inputs for this planneraredecornposed3Dlayers, and the outputs are the NC codes for
shaping the layers.• It alsoineeds • the cutter geometry information before tool. paths can be
generated and machine information before post-processing .• can be .• accomplished. The
implementation of this. ·.planner lies on top of commercial CAD/CAM packages,
Unigraphics, which provides toolkits to. access to CAD model database and generate. tool
paths.

In this paper, the discussion will focus on planning fin~s~ing operations .o~ 3-~xis
CNC milling machines because finishing operations take the maJonty of the machirnng tune
and are crucial to part dimensional accuracy and surface finish.

Figure 2. Shaping planner

3. Tool Path Generation
The essential tasks of a shaping process planner are to select and organize different
shaping operations andto generate toolcutting paths over the model surfaces to be shaped.
These selection•• and organizationdecisions are based·· on \Vhattool path generation methods
are available and how tool paths are generated. A variety oftool path generation methods
have been developed. Most of recentresearch work focuses on generating tool paths over
freeform surfaces. Usually, a model is a mixture of a variety of surfaces; hence an
automated planner should deal with the whole .model instead of individual surfaces. But
generating tool paths over different types of surfaces is rarely studied. Several noncommercial approaches have been proposed,but they are either impractical or too hard to
have a robust implementation [5-7, 10].
In this study, two widely available types of tool pa.ths, layer-based and projectionbased, are used. In the case of layer-based methods, •a grol.1pofparallel planes of constant
spacing (which is called the. cutting depth) are used to slicethe\Vhole model,and
intersection. curves of these planes with the model are offset with respect to the. cutter
geometry to form the tool paths. In the case of projection..basedmethoqs,alooPiofcurves
are selected as boundary curves. The boundary curves are. then recursivelYi()~fset by a
constant distance (which is called. the st~p-over distance).• The resulted offset curves are
projected ontothe up-facingsurfaces in order to update the z coordinate of each pointof the
offset curves.. These modified curves are the tool paths.
Th~ .most imp0rtantparameters controlling the 111achinillgtolerance arecu1ting .depth
(in the case oflayer-based tool paths) and step-over distance (in thecaseofproj~ction
basedtool paths).• Both ofthem/are required. by •. theQ~i~apkages ·.tobecQllsblllt idllring
tool pathgenera.tion. Some variatiQnsdoexist[8,91.Forinstance, the whole m()d~Lcanbe
divided into several blocks. Within each block, the constantconstraint is required, but the

values chosen in different blocks may be different. In addition, the number of such blocks
are limited. Owing to these constraints, each method may produce longer tool paths than
necessary to meet the machining tolerance. If the cusp height of material left over after the
model is machined is used as a measurement of the machining tolerance, how the ideal
cutting depth or step-over distance changes as the normal of a to-be-shaped surface changes
can be shown in Figure 3.
Figure 3 (a) shows an inclined face being shaped with a ball endmill. The
relationship between machining tolerance 8, cutter radius r, face inclining angle a, stepover distance s and cutting depth c is given in the follows expressions:

c =

~r2

- (r - 8)2 sin

s

~r2

- (r - 8)2 cos a; (2)

=

a;

(1)

As can be seen from Figure 3 (b), the ideal cutting depth of layer-based tool paths
will have the minimum value when the inclining angle a is equal to 0°, and it will have the
maximum value when a = 90°; On the other nand, the ideal step-over distance of
projection-based tool paths will have the minimum value when a = 90°, and the maximum
value when a =0°. It can also be seen that when a =45°, the ideal cutting depth and stepover distance have the same value. Owing to the restriction that both cutting depth and stepover distance should be keptconstant during tool path generation, the smallest cutting depth
or step·over distance value has to be chosen. when a freeform surface is to be shaped;
otherwise,. the machining tolerance can not be>guaranteed where the corresponding ideal
values are smaller than the specified values. However, this smallest value will lead to
longer machining tim~where.ithe ideal value is greater than the specified one; thus
sacrificing machining efficiency in this case. Ways of improving the machining efficiency
have to be found.
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Figure 3. Normal direction effectoncutting depth and step-over distance. Cutter radius is
12.7 mm, and cusp height is 0.003 mm.

4. Surface Classification
Considering the effect of surface steepness, non-undercut surfaces (because in A/S
SFF only non-undercut surfaces of a compact are to be shaped) are classified into three
categories: (1) vertical walls which have normal perpendicular to the z direction; (2)
horizontal faces which have normal parallel to the z direction; (3) freeform surfaces or
inclined faces. Furthermore, freeform surfaces and inclined surfaces are identified as flat
and steep surfaces. The criterion for distinguishing a flat surface from a steep one is to use
a 45° angle between the surface normal and the build direction. If the surface normal forms
an angle less than or equal to 45° with the z direction, this surface will be identified as steep
surface; otherwise, it is flat. If necessary, a freeform surface will be split into flat and steep
portions based on the same criterion.
Different types of surfaces should be shaped differently. For instance, to machine
vertical walls or horizontal planar surfaces, flat end-mills are usually used; while ball endmills are usually used to machine curved freeformsurfaces or inclined faces on 3-axis CNC
machines. To enhance machining efficiency, freeform surfaces or inclined faces are further
categorized based on their surface normal values. The details will be illustrated in Section
5.

S.Machining Strategies
5.1 Hybrid-machining
Machining using either layer-based or projection-based approaches alone is
inefficient because the cutting depth or step-over is restricted to be constant. One solution is
to apply layer-based and projection-based tool paths one after the other, shaping the whole
model. In this case, the smallest ideal step-over distance or cutting depth value does not
have to be used. Instead, the corresponding values at a 45° angle are used. The reasons are
as follows. If the ideal step-over distance at 45° can achieve the specified machining
tolerance, then using the same step-over distance will produce smaller cusp heights over
those surfaces with a normal greater than 45°. Similarly, if the cutting depth at 45° can
achieve the specified machining tolerance, then using the same cutting depth will produce
smaller cusp heights over those surfaces with a normal less than 45°. By applying both tool
paths, the whole model is guaranteed to be shaped to the specified machining tolerance.

Figure 4..... 'I..'"'~u.,,~vJ.J.,:u."u~Jt::J between different machining approaches
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This strategy significantly reduces the machining time even though almost every
surface .will have to. be shapecitwice.A.siITlpleexample is shown. in Figure
As can be
seen,aihalf-spherewitharadiusQf.50nnn is. being shaped> by· a ball enci cutter with a
radius of 12.7mm. The cutting feed rate is 1000.0 mmlmin. Nocu.tterchange or tool
e~gage andretract time is considered. If each type of tool paths is appliedalone,Joshape
thIS model to the specified tolerance, which is assumed to be 0.003 111m, more than 20
hours h,as tobe.sIJent onmachil{ing,ascanipeseen fro ll1 Table 1. ByapplY1:ngpoth tool
paths, sInce a greater step-over dIstance and cutting depth can be used, the machining time
IS. reducedby two orders ofmagnitude. Obviously, this· strategy is still not efficient because
almost every surface of the model has been machined twice.
.1. ..
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efficiency comparison of different tool path generation approaches

5.2 Surface-splitting
To avoid machining every surface twice, a surface splitting approach is proposed to
distinguish surfaces based on surface normal distribution. First, classify all the surfaces
based on the scheme presented above. If necessary, split freeform surfaces and inclined
surfaces into flat and steep portions.. Generate tool paths on vertical walls or horizontal
planar faces usingflatend,-mills, and generate layer-based tool paths on steep portions and
projection-based tool paths on flat portions separately using ball end-mills.
A similar algorithm to model decomposition has been developed in .order to find the
boundary curves between flat surface portions and steep ones in the model. In this case,
instead of finding the parting lines (each point on which has a normal perpendicular to z
direction), the splitting curves (each point on which has a normal parallel to a planar face
with either a.45° inclination angle) need to be identified. Once the splitting curves are
found, they are used to identify which. portions of a surface should be machined using
layer-based tool paths and which portions should be shaped using projection-based tool
paths. Furthermore, same type surfaces can be grouped together; thus reducing the total
number of operations.
If this approach is applied to the same model shown in Figure 4, it reduces
machining time by about 1/3 compared with the above hybrid-machining method, as can be
seen in Table 1.

6. Case Study
The proposed shaping planner can be used to shapenon-updercut features of any
3D layers and output theNC codes with few limited manual inputs, such as cutter
information (tool number) and machining tolerance. Currently, it also needs to manually
identify narrow deep cavities and select. different cutters based on .the geometry of such
cavities, But an automated cutter selection modtllewillbedeveloped as a part of the planner
based on a medial axis transformi(MAT) representation of the model [11].
i

Figure 5 shows two sample parts built with this planner. The right photogr~ph
shows two parts shaped with different approaches. The above one was shaped only uSIng
projection-based tool paths. The bottom one was shaped using hybrid-machining approach.
Both of them use the. same step-over distance. As can be seen from this photograph, the
hybrid-machining approach exhibits better surface quality. Because a greater .step-over
distance and cutting depth were adopted, the machining efficiency was also enhanced.

(a)
(b)
Figure 5. Sample parts built using different approaches. (a) Sample parts, (b) parts shaped
by projection-based tool paths alone (above) and by hybrid-machining approach (bottom)

7. Conclusions
A generic shaping operation planner purely based on model geometry is presented.
Using widely available tool path generation methods, its implementation is>simple and its
performance is .• robust. Two approaches, hybrid-machining and. surface-splitting, are
proposed .to reduce machining time and enhance efficiency of the material removal
operations in AlS SFF.• In particular, the proposed surface-splitting approach can reduce
machining time by two orders of magnitude. This method splits the surfaces into different
portions or distinguish individual surfaces into different types based on surface normal.
Tool paths are then generated by altemativelY.iapplying.layer-based and .projection-based
methods on different types or portions of surfaces, This planner will not only reduce the
planning overhead introduced by the shaping operations in AlS SFF, but it will eventually
become part of a fully automated AlS SFF process planner.
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